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A reinforced random walk on thed-dimensional lattice is considered. It is shown
that this walk is equivalent to an iterated function system~IFS!. Criteria for the
existence of limit cycles are given. Numerical results and conjectures about the
quantitative behavior of the walk are stated. ©1999 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0022-2488~99!00905-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

There are a large number of different modifications and variants of the usual symme
random walk~RW!.1–3 Let us mention only Levy flights, biased diffusions, self-avoiding wa
~SAW for short!, etc. Let us confine ourselves to the random walks on the discrete lattice
SAW a walking particle is choosing its trajectory in such a way that it does not step down on
already visited site. If a particle runs into such a node that all neighboring sites were a
visited, it stops. In Ref. 4 the interacting RW was discussed in which the parameter 0,p,` has
influenced probabilities of visiting a given site andp51 corresponds to usual RW. Forp→` this
RW goes on into the SAW.

In 1987 Coppersmith and Diaconis5 introduced reinforced random walk~RRW!. This walk,
opposite to SAW, prefers earliest visited paths. Pemantle6 discussed a related process on trees
proved that this process is equivalent to a random walk in a random environment. He also
criteria for transience and recurrence of RRW. Davis7 considered a variety of types of RRW on th
integersZ. One of them was RRW of sequence type. This process is defined in the following
Let wk be an increasing sequence of non-negative numbers. Let (Xn) be a random motion onZ.
If some interval was traversedk-times, then its weights iswk . If Xn5 i , then the probability that
Xn115 i 21 or Xn115 i 11 is proportional to the weights at timen of the intervals (i 21,i ) and
( i ,i 11). Davis proved that the moving point visits a finite number of integers and event
oscillates between two adjacent integers if and only if(k50

` wk
21,`. This result was generalize

to RRW sequence type on thed-dimensional lattice by Sellke.8

In this paper we consider another type of reinforced random walk on thed-dimensional lattice.
The random point moves according to the following reinforcement convention. Let the mo
point be found at timet5n at a certain pointAPZn. Let p1 ,...,pN be the probabilities of
choosing one of the adjacent pointsA1 ,...,AN . Assume that we choose the pointAi 0

. If after some

time the moving point returns toA, then the probabilities that at the next step it can be found at
adjacent points are equal top18 ,...,pN8 . The values ofp18 ,...,pN8 depend on the previous value
p1 ,...,pN and i 0 . We assume that the probability of choosing a given path will increase wh
was already traversed and probabilities of remaining paths emanating from a given sit
decrease. In other words, the fact that some sites were already visited will be remembere
memory of passing particular edges will be encoded in the change of probabilities. At som

a!Electronic mail: mwolf@ift.uni.wroc.pl
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the probability of going in some direction from a given site will reach almost 1, while probabil
to go in other directions will be practically zero. It will result in closed paths: a random wa
will oscillate between a few sites with practically zero probability to escape from such a lim
cycle. We will treat such a final behavior as stopping of the random walk.

Our walk is not Markovian because the probability of choosing any direction changes in
If we extend the phase space by adding the distributions of probabilities of passing par
edges, we obtain a Markov process which is also an iterated function system.9 In Refs. 10 and 11
were introduced self-attracting diffusions: processes attracted by their own trajectories. It is
esting that these processes and our walk have similar features. For example, self-attractin
sions are not Markovian, but jointly with their occupation measures are Markov processes.
over, their trajectories converge almost surely.

The paper is organized as follows. First we define our random walk and the notion of the
cycle is introduced. Next we prove the theorem that this walk reaches the limit cycle. In Se
the result of the Monte Carlo simulations for a particular ‘‘memorizing’’ function are presen
These computer experiments allow us to make some conjecture about the quantitative beh
some characteristics of the walk.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Description of the random walk with memory

Let Z denote the set of all points of thed-dimensional Euclidean space which have integ
coordinates, i.e.,Z is thed-dimensional lattice. A point moves randomly over this lattice. It sta
at point 05~0,...,0!. If at time t5n the moving point can be found at a certain pointx
5(x1 ,...,xd), then at the timet5n11 it can be found at one of theN52d adjacent pointsy
5(y1 ,...,yd), where yi5xi11 or yi5xi21 for i 51,2,...,d. By K we denote the set of al
possible ‘‘steps’’ during the walk, i.e.,

K5$~x,y!PZ3Z:uyi2xi u51 for i 51,...,d%.

If z5(x,y)PK, then the pointsx andy are, respectively, the beginning and the end of the stez.
Let S5$1,21%d be the set of allN steps to the nearest neighbors. IfxPZ, sPS, andy5x1s,
then (x,y)PK.

At time t50 the probability of choosing of any adjacent point equals 22d. During the walk
the point ‘‘memorizes’’ its path in the following way. Assume that the moving random walker
be found at some timet5n at a certain pointxPZ. Let px,x1s , sPS, be the probabilities that a
the timet5n11 it can be found at one of the adjacent pointsx1s, sPS. Assume that we choos
the pointx1s0 to shift the particle from the pointx. If after some time the moving point return
to x, then the probabilities that at the next step it can be found at the adjacent points are e
px,x1s8 , sPS. The numberspx,x1s8 are related to the previous valuespx,x1s in the following way.
Let px5(px,x1s)sPS , px85(px,x1s8 )sPS, and

P5H pxP@0, 1#S:(
sPS

px,x1s51J .

Then

px85 f s0
~px!, ~1!

where f s0
:P→P is a continuous function.

If zPK andz5(x,y), we will often write pz instead ofpx,y .
1 Aug 2004 to 137.30.117.37. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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B. Iterated function system

The state of the random walk with memory is described at any timet by the position of the
moving point and the probabilitypz for every zPK. Let P denote the set of all admissibl
distributions of probabilitiespz , zPK, i.e.,

P5H pP@0, 1#K:(
sPS

px,x1s51 for each xPZJ .

Then the phase space is the setX5Z3P. Sincepx5(px,x1s)sPS for every xPZ, we haveP
5PZ andX5Z3PZ.

Now, we define an iterated function9 system on the phase spaceX. It consists ofN transfor-
mationsTs :X→X, sPS. These transformations are defined as follows. LetxPZ and sPS be
given. ThenTs(x,p)5(x1s,p8), where

pz85H pz , if z1Þx,

f s~pz!, if z15x,

for eachz5(z1 ,z2)PK. If ( x,p) is the state of the random walk at a timet and if the next position
of the moving point isx1s, thenTs(x,p) is the next state of the random walk. The probabil
that at a pointx5(x,p) we choose the transformationTs is equalps(x)5px,x1s .

C. Markov process on X

Now we construct a Markov process corresponding to the iterated function system giv
Sec. II B.

The phase spaceX is a metric space with some metricr defined as follows. The setK is
countable, that is,K5$z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,...%, where$zn%nPN , znPK, is the sequence of all possible step
If xPX, yPX, then x5(u,pz1

,pz2
,...) andy5(u8,pz1

8 ,pz2
8 ,...), where u, u8PZ and pzk

,pzk
8

P@0, 1# for eachkPN. The metricr is given by

r~x,y!5uu2u8u1 (
k51

`

22kupzk
2pzk

8 u.

Let B be thes-algebra of Borel subsets ofX. For anyxPX andAPB we set

I ~x,A!5$sPS:Ts~x!PA%, P~x,A!5 (
sPI ~x,A!

ps~x!.

ThenP(x,A) is a transition probability function, i.e.,

~a! for eachxPX the functionA°P(x,A) is a probabilistic measure and
~b! for eachAPB the functionx°P(x,A) is B-measurable.

Since the spaceX is s-compact, there exists a homogeneous Markov process$jn%n50
` which

corresponds to the transition functionP(x,A).12 It means that we have some probability space~V,
A, Prob! and a sequence$jn%n50

` of random elementsjn :V→X such that the sequencejn is a
Markov process and

Prob~jn11PAujn5x!5P~x,A!

for eachxPX, APB, n>0. Since the initial state of the system isx05(0,22d,22d,...), we
assume thatj05x0 .

We assume that the probability space~V, A, Prob! is complete, i.e., ifA is a measurable se
and Prob (A)50, then every subset ofA is measurable.
1 Aug 2004 to 137.30.117.37. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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D. Limit cycle

A sequence (u0 ,u1 ,...,um21) of different elements ofZ is called a cycle if there exists
sequence (s0 ,s1 ,...,sm21) of elements ofS such thatuk115uk1sk for k50,...,m21, where
um5u0 . Let P0 :X→Z be the operator given byP0(u,p)5u. We say that a sequence (xn)n50

` of
elements ofX has a limit cycle if there exist a cycle (u0 ,u1 ,...,um21) and an integern0>0 such
that for everyn>n0 we haveP0(xn)5uk , wherek5n(modm).

Let c0(t)5 l andcn(t)5c+cn21(t).
Now we can formulate the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let c:@0, 1#→@0, 1# be a continuous nondecreasing function such thatc~1!51

and

(
n50

` F12cnS 1

ND G,`. ~2!

We assume that there exists a continuous functionc:@0, 1#→@0, 1# such that

f s,s~px!>c~px,x1s! ~3!

for sPS, where fs,s is the s-th coordinate of fs . Then there exists a measurable subsetV0,V
such thatProb (V0)51 and for eachvPV0 the sequence$jn(v)%n50

` has a limit cycle.
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Sec. III.
Remark 1:Let Pz , zPK, be the operatorPz :X→@0, 1# given byPz(u,p)5pz . Assume that

the sequence$jn(v)%n50
` has the limit cycle (u0 ,u1 ,...um21). Then from Theorem 1 it follows

that limn→` Pz„jn(v)…51 for eachz5(uk ,uk11), k50,...,m21.
Remark 2:If c:@0, 1#→@0, 1# is a continuous nondecreasing function such thatc(x).x for

xP(0,1) andc8~1!.1, thenc satisfies~2!

III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

A. Boundedness of trajectories

The thread of the proof of Theorem 1 is as follows. First we check that almost all path
bounded. From this it follows that a point performing a random walk returns infinitely ofte
some points of the latticeZ. Then we show that if a pointuPZ is visited infinitely often, then
after some time the random walker chooses a fixed adjacent point tou. This implies that the
random walk has a limit cycle.

Let hn(v)5P0„jn(v)…. Then the random variablehn describes the position of the movin
point at timet5n.

Proposition 1: For almost allv the sequence$hn(v)% is bounded.
We precede the proof of Proposition 1 with the following lemmas.
Lemma 1: Letw(t)5Pn50

` cn(t). Thenw(t).0 for t>1/N and

lim
t→1

w~ t !51. ~4!

Proof: Sincec is a nondecreasing function, from~2! it follows that

w~ t !>wS 1

ND,` for tPF 1

N
,1G . ~5!

Let «.0 be given. Sincew(1/N).0 there is an integern0 such that

)
n5n0

`

cn~ t !> )
n5n0

`

cnS 1

ND.12« for tPF 1

N
, 1G . ~6!
1 Aug 2004 to 137.30.117.37. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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The functionc is continuous andc~1!51. This implies that there isd.0 such that

)
n50

n021

cn~ t !.12« for tP@12d,1#. ~7!

From~6! and~7! it follows thatw(t).(12«)2 for tP@12d, 1#. Consequently, limt→1w(t)51.h
Lemma 2:Let xPZ and yPZ be two adjacent points. Denote by A the event that the poi

is visited for the first at time t5n0 and the point y was not visited earlier. Let

B5$vPV:hn012i 21~v!5y, hn012i~v!5x, for i 51,2,...%.

Then the conditional probabilityProb (BuA) satisfies

Prob~BuA!>FwS 1

ND G2

.

Proof: Let B05A and

Bk5$vPV:hn012i 21~v!5y, hn012i~v!5x, for i 51,2,...,k%.

If vPBkùA, then at each timen0<t,n012k and at each visit atx we have chosen the nex
point y and at each visit aty we have chosen the next pointx. Let s5y2x ands85x2y. Then

Prob~hn012k115yuBkùA!5 f s,s
k S 1

ND ,

Prob~hn012k125xuBkùAù$hn012k115y%!5 f s8,s8
k S 1

ND ,

where f s
k is thekth iterate off s and f s,s

k is thesth coordinate off s
k . Sincec is a nondecreasing

function, from~3! we obtain

f s,s
k S 1

ND>cXf s,s
k21S 1

ND C>c2Xf s,s
k22S 1

ND C>¯>ckS 1

ND ,

f s8,s8
k S 1

ND>ckS 1

ND .

Consequently,

Prob~Bk11uBkùA!>FckS 1

ND G2

. ~8!

From ~8! it follows that

Prob~Bk11ùA!>Prob~A!F)
i 50

k

c i S 1

ND G2

. ~9!

If k→`, then we obtain

Prob~BùA!>Prob~A!FwS 1

ND G2

,

and finally
1 Aug 2004 to 137.30.117.37. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Prob~BuA!>FwS 1

ND G2

.0. h

Proof of Proposition 1:For xPRd we set

ixi5max$uxi u: i 51,...,d%.

For k51,2,..., we define

Ck5$vPV:sup
n

ihnv!i>k%.

According to Lemma 2,

Prob~Ck11uCk!<12FwS 1

ND G2

. ~10!

Indeed, letn0(v) be the first time such thatihn0
(v)i5k. If x5hn0

andy is an adjacent point to
x such thatiyi5k11, then with probabilityp>@w(1/N)#2 the moving point visits onlyx andy at
any timet.n0 . This implies~10!. From ~10! it follows that

Prob~Ck!<H 12FwS 1

ND G2J k21

. ~11!

Let C5ùk51
` Ck . Since a trajectoryhn(v) is unbounded if and only ifvPC, from ~11! it follows

that almost all trajectories are bounded. h

B. Stabilization of directions

From Proposition 1 it follows that almost all trajectories are bounded. Consequently
moving point visits some points of the latticeZ infinitely often. Let a pointxPZ be given. ByA
we denote the event that the pointx is visited infinitely often. For anyvPA we denote by
$kn(v)%n51

` successive times of visits at pointx. Let xn(v) be the adjacent point tox visited at
time t5kn(v)11. We show that for almost everyvPA there exists a pointy(v)PZ such that
xn(v)5y(v) for n.n0(v).

The process of choosing the adjacent points can be described as an iterated function
( f s)sPS on the spaceP and the probability that at the pointpxPP we choose the transformationf s0

equalspx,s0
. Indeed, let us assume that we visit the pointx and letpx5(px,s)sPS be the distribu-

tion of probability of choosing adjacent pointsx1s, sPS. If we choose the pointx1s0 , then at
the next visit atx, px85 f s0

(px) is the new distribution of probability of choosing adjacent poin
Sincex is a given point we will writep instead ofpx andps instead ofps,x .

Let $zn%n51
` be a homogeneous Markov process on the phase spaceP corresponding to the

iterated function system (f s)sPS . The transition probability function for the process (zn) is given
by the formula

P~p,A!5(
sPI

ps , where I 5$sPS: f s~p!PA%. ~12!

Denote byx1sn(v) the adjacent point chosen at timet5n. Thenz15(1/N,...,1/N), zn11

5 f sn
(zn), and

Prob~sn5suzn5p!5ps . ~13!

for pPP, n51,2,..., andsPS.
1 Aug 2004 to 137.30.117.37. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Proposition 2: For almost everyv there is s(v)PS and an integer n0(v) such that sn(v)
5s(v) for n.n0(v).

We precede the proof of Proposition 2 by a lemma. Let

Pe
s5$pPP:ps>«%,

Pe5 ø
sPS

Pe
s .

Lemma 3: Let Pn(p,A) be the n-step transition probability function. Then for everyd,1 and
pPP we have

lim
n→`

Pn~p,Pd!51. ~14!

Proof: Let «,1 be given. First we check that forpPP« we have

P~p,Pc~«!!>«. ~15!

Indeed, if pPP« , then for somes we havepPP«
s and ps>«. Consequently,f s(p)PPc(«)

s and
inequality ~15! follows immediately from~12!. From ~15! it follows that

Pi 11~p,Pc i 11~«!!>E
Pc i ~«!

P~q,Pc i 11~«!!P
i~p,dq!>c i~«!Pi~p,Pc i ~«!!,

which gives

Pn~p,Pcn~«!!> )
k50

n21

ck~«!>w~«! for pPP« . ~16!

If «>1/N, then limn→` cn(«)51. From~16! it follows that for everyd,1, «>1/N, andpPP«

we have

lim inf
n→`

Pn~p,Pd!>w~«!. ~17!

If pPP, thenpPP1/N and, consequently,

lim inf
n→`

Pn~p,Pd!>wS 1

ND . ~18!

Since

Pn1m~p,Pd!5E
P
Pn~q,Pd!Pm~p,dq!5E

Pd

Pn~q,Pd!Pm~p,dq!1E
P\Pd

Pn~q,Pd!Pm~p,dq!,

the inequalities~17! and ~18! imply

lim inf
n→`

Pn1m~p,Pd!>w~d!Pm~p,Pd!1wS 1

ND Pm~p,P\Pd!5Xw~d!2wS 1

ND CPm~p,Pd!1wS 1

ND .

~19!

Set

a~d!5 lim inf
n→`

Pn~p,Pd!.
1 Aug 2004 to 137.30.117.37. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Then from~19! it follows

a~d!>Xw~d!2wS 1

ND Ca~d!1wS 1

ND . ~20!

Since a~d! is a nonincreasing function there exists the limit limd→1 a(d)5a0 . According to
Lemma 1, limd→1 w(d)51. A passage to the limitd→1 in inequality~20! gives

a0>X12wS 1

ND Ca01wS 1

ND . ~21!

From ~21! we conclude thata0>1 and~14! holds. h

Proof of Proposition 2:Let dP(1/N,1) be a given number. Since

Prob~znPPd!5Pn21~z1 ,Pd!,

from Lemma 3 it follows that there existsn0 such that

Prob~zn0
PPd!>d. ~22!

Let A5$v:zn0
PPd% and As5$v:zn0

PPd
s%. Then A5øsPSAs and the setsAs , sPS, are pair

disjoint. From~13! it follows that

Prob~sn0115s,...,sn01m5suAs!>)
i 50

m

c i~d!>w~d!. ~23!

Let

Bs5$v:sn~v!5s for n>n0~v!%,

B5 ø
sPS

Bs .

Inequality ~23! implies that

Prob~BsuAs!>w~d!

and consequently

Prob~Bs!>w~d! Prob~As!. ~24!

The setsAs , sPS, are pair disjoint and the setsBs , sPS, are pair disjoint. From~22! and~24! we
obtain

Prob~B!>w~d!Prob~A!>w~d!~12d!.

Letting d→0 we have Prob (B)51, which completes the proof. h

C. Existence of the limit cycles

Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.
According to Proposition 1 almost every trajectory is bounded and goes through some

u0PZ infinitely often. LetD be a bounded subset ofZ andu0PZ be a given point. Denote byA0

the subset ofV which consists of allvPV such that the trajectory$hn(v)% is contained inD and
goes throughu0 infinitely often. According to Proposition 2, for almost everyvPA0 there exists
s(v)PS such that the random walker going throughu0 chooses the directions(v) for sufficiently
1 Aug 2004 to 137.30.117.37. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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large times. Now, we can divide the setA0 into N disjoint subsetsB1 ,...,BN in such a way that in
each setBk the step (u0 ,u1) is determined uniquely. Denote one of these sets byA1 . Then we can
divide the setA1 into N subsets related to the next step (u1 ,u2), etc. After some steps the movin
point returns tou0 and in this way we obtain a limit cycle. h

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Details of the studied models

The theorem proved in previous sections gives only general information about the RW
memory. To gain some insights into the more quantitative characteristics of RW with memo
have performed Monte Carlo simulations for the function

f s~x!5ca~x!5x@22a2~12a!x#, ~25!

wherea is a parameter from the interval~0,1!. Since fora51 the functionca(x) is equal to the
identical mapping, we expect that fora→1, the RW with memory will tend to the usual sym
metrical RW. In particular, fora'1 it should never fall into the limiting cycle. In other word
some critical slowing down in reaching the limit cycle will occur fora'1.

FIG. 1. The plot of the histograms of the number of steps performed by random walkers before the stop of the pro
a sample of the values ofa.

TABLE I. The numbers RW of the cycle for a few values ofa.

0.8 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.9 0.92 0.94

2 9554 9555 9592 9640 9645 9633 9723 8973
4 397 410 363 329 316 343 247 199
6 38 29 38 23 27 19 17 10
8 7 5 3 5 6 1 4 6

10 0 0 1 0 3 2 0 2
12 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
14 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 Aug 2004 to 137.30.117.37. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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B. Obtained results

We have performed the simulations only on the two-dimensional, square lattice of the
130031300. In each node of the lattice we have stored probabilities of making a step in one
four directions. Initially allpz were set to be equal1

4. The random walker started from the orig
of the lattice and after each step the probabilities were updated according to Eq.~1!. A given
particular simulation of the RW was finished when onepz reached the value of 0.999 or else th
total number of steps was equal to 2 000 000. We have imposed the periodic boundary con
on the RW and we recorded the facts of crossing by RW the edges of the torus. There we
cases of such events, most of them occurred, of course, for larger values ofa. We have performed
simulations fora in the range~0.8, 0.94!. In the subrange~0.8, 0.91! a was changed with the ste
Da50.01, while in the subinterval~0.91, 0.94! with the stepDa50.001, because the number
steps performed by random walker before the stop was increasing very rapidly with growia.
We did not continue to larger values ofa, because the number of steps needed to stop the RW
too large. For eacha there were 10 000 separate random walks performed. We have store
number of stepsN at which for the first time one of the probabilities reachedpz50.999. The path
of RW falls into the cycle~see Sec. II D! and the length of the limiting trajectory was also store
Table I gives a sample of this data for a few values ofa for the length of the cycle 2, 4,...
18—larger cycles have occurred very randomly. The numbers in this table do not sum
10 000 because some RW had limit cycles larger than 18, and for largea rare samples did not fal
into the limit cycle in less than 2 000 000 steps. These lengths of cycles do not follow the Po
distribution and we do not have any conjecture describing these numbers.

The numbers of steps, for eacha, varied considerably from one sample RW to another.
example, fora50.8 there was a RW which stabilized afterNmin563 steps, while the larges
number of steps wasNmax54114. This gap between smallest and largest number of steps ne
to stop RW increased witha, for example, fora50.93 the minimal and maximal number of ste
before RW stopped wasNmin51034 andNmax5590 176, respectively. We claim that the numb
of stepsN is governed by the gamma distribution with parametersr, b:

gr ,b~x!5b rxr 21e2bx/G~r !, ~26!

whereG(r ) is a generalization of the factorial:

FIG. 2. The plot of the dependence of the parameterr in ~26! obtained from the moments of actual data. Remarkably,
figure suggests thatr does not depend ona.
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G~r !5E
0

`

e2tt r 21 dt. ~27!

In Fig. 1 we present plots of the histograms of the number of steps for a few of valuesa.
The size of the bins was 1000, so they axis gives the number of random walks with the numb
of steps in the range (10003k,10003k11000). In Figs. 2 and 3 the values of the fitted para
etersr andb for all investigated values ofa are shown. Remarkably, the parameterr takes values
around 1.72 and it seems not to depend ona. It is probably linked with the special choice of th
function ~25!.

Despite the large fluctuation ofN between different realizations of RW, there seems to b
simple formula describing the medianm value ofN. Herem is defined as such a value ofN that the
same number of sample random walks stopped in smaller thanm, as well in larger thanm steps.
Since fora51 the RW with memory passes into the usual RW,N should diverge to infinity for

FIG. 4. The plot of dependence of the medianm~a! versusu51/(12a) is shown. The solid line presents the least-squ
fit to the points obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations, represented by circles, under the assumption that fit
by the exponential function.

FIG. 3. The plot of the dependence of the parameterb in ~26! obtained from the moments of actual data.
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a→1, thus we guessed thatm is a function of 1/~12a!. Hence, in Fig. 4 the plot of the medianm
versusu51/(12a) is shown. This figure suggests thatm~a! grows exponentially withu—the
dashed line presents the exponential fit to the actual values obtained by the least-square

m~a!;expS 1

12a D . ~28!

Summarizing, the Monte Carlo simulations suggest that there seems to be strict, quan
rules governing the behavior of some characteristics of the RW with memory for the fun
ca(x).
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